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Abstract: In the area of security and safety applications, we are
investigating the potential impact of emerging communications
technologies for public safety. Cognitive radio is being studied for
enhanced interoperability and availability of communication systems in
EU-wide multi-national operational scenario. Sensor networks are
being studied for surveillance of sensitive public areas.
In the design domain, we investigate radio frequency (RF) threats and
interference in communication and navigation systems. These can have
serious impact on intelligent transportation systems and next
generation ICT systems. Vulnerabilities of next generation informationcommunications systems are being studied as the architectures of next
generation networks (NGN) are emerging and new relevant standards
are being defined.

1. INTRODUCTION:
Defending against attack is the key successful factor for
sensor network security. There are many approaches that
can be used to detect and defend against attacks, yet few
are focused on modeling attack distribution.
Knowing the distribution models of attacks can help
system estimate the attack probability and thus defend
against them effectively and efficiently. In this paper, we
use assessment of technical specifications, protocols and
standards for radio spectrum management – the foundation
of wireless communication infrastructure. The deployment
for safety aspect aims to design broad-based system
architectures that can be used by a class of security
solutions for a range of threat scenarios in public
safety.This requires integration of diverse technologies
from radars to sensor networks and wireless
communication protocols into demonstrable technical
solutions for public safety,crisis management and area
surveillance.

networks allow for increased coverage via multiple radars,
as well as the communications of situational awareness in
real time to multiple remote users. Sensor networks are
very attractive for reconnaissance and surveillance
applications as they provide more information from the
same target, which helps to identify, classify, and track it.
Furthermore, sensor networks possess a higher probability
to survive if individual sensors fail. Defending against
attacks is the key successful factor for sensor network
security. Attack distribution model can help systems
defend against attacks before they occur or if they have
already occurred but have not been detected. Our models
can be applied to many types of attacks. Many sensor
networks have mission-critical tasks, such as above
military applications. Thus, the security issues in WSNs
are kept in the foreground among research areas.
Compared with other wireless networks, such as ad hoc
wireless LAN and cellular networks, security in WSNs is
more complicated due to the constrained capabilities of
sensor node hardware and the properties of the deployment
environment. Security issues mainly come from attacks. If
no attack occurred, there is no need for security. Thus,
detecting and defending against attacks are important tasks
of security mechanisms.

2. Design for Security:
High performance Radar Network has been deployed for
homeland security applications .Having the radars on
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A
not change the targets until
u
the choseen target nodess were
attacked. After attackinng one node, the attackerr will
continue attacking
a
a new
w good node without any haltt, stop,
or hibernation.

Figg-2.1-Security Mechanisms of WSN.
Sennsor networks offer economiically viable soolutions for a
varriety of applications.
a
For exampple, current
monitor
impplementations
factory
insstrumentation,
polllution levels, freeway
f
traffic, and the structtural integrity
of buildings.
b
3. Modeling
M
of Radar
R
sensor networks:
n
3.1. Network andd Security Assu
umptions
Thee followings arre assumptionss of WSNs.
(i)

(ii)

Fig-3.1,Ann Example of Radar
R
System.

Base station: the base station is
com
mputationally robust,
r
having the requisite
proccessor speed, memory, annd power to
suppport the cry
yptographic and routing
requuirements off the sensoor network.
Advversaries can destroy
d
the basse station but
theyy cannot comprromise it withiin the limited
timee.

4. Challennges in Radar seensor Networkks:
There are clear challengges to the furthher developmennt and
use of local radar sensorr systems and networks as well
w as
for their implications and impacts on indiviiduals,
organizatioons, and natiions. One waay to look at
a the
challengess of sensor technologies
t
is to consideer the
convergennt hardware annd software, which
w
leads too great
complexityy and associateed challenges. The convergence of
micro-contrrollers,
micro-senssors,
microoelectronics,
semiconduuctor memoriees, and small radios, as well
w
as
componennts for monitoring battery energy
e
and recceived
RF-signal strength, requuires dealing with a plethoora of
interfaces.

Sensor nodes: thee sensor nodes are similar to
on sensor noddes in their
currrent generatio
com
mputational
and
coommunication
capaabilities and th
heir power resources They
can be deployed via aerial scaattering or by
physical installatiion. We assuume that any
senssor node will know the posiition of itself
and its immediaate neighbor nodes after
deplloyment and th
he base station will know all
the nodes’
n
position
ns.

5. Conclusion:
This paperr presents a neew extended cooncept Radar sensor
Networks which leads to get a beetter interoperability
between systems
s
mainnly using inteernet protocols and

(iii))
Adversaary: adversariies have unlim
mited energy
andd computing power.
p
An attaacker needs too spend some
tim
me to attack a node. In the attacking
a
proceess, they will
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internet itself The goal is to share and receive relevant data
in real time, when possible, so that survivability,
responsiveness and efficiency can be improved. As sensors
are becoming miniaturized, high resolution, cost-effective,
consequently embedded in satellite, UAV, ground vehicles
and thus more and more numerous it is necessary to sort,
make synthesis and give priorities amounts of data via QoS
management as long as bandwidth, data processing and
computing capabilities are not infinite.
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